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The object of this paper is to explain a certain type of construction which 
occurs in priority proofs and illustrate it with two examples due to Lachlan and 
Harrington. The proofs in the examples are essentially the original proofs; our 
main contribution is to isolate the common part of these proofs. The key ideas in 
this common part are due to Lachlan; we include several improvements due to 
Harrington, Soare, Slaman, and the author. 
Our notation is fairly standard. If X is an r.e. set, X” is the finite set of 
elements enumerated in X before step s. If @ is a recursive functional, @” is the 
approximation to @ at step s; it only queries the oracle about numbers <s. As 
usual, (x0, . . . , x~-~) and (x)i are the coding and uncoding functions for finite 
sequences of numbers. We have (x0, . . . , .IQ-~) >xi and (X)i sx; and 
(x0, - * * f x~__~) is an increasing function of each of its arguments. Sets are 
sometimes identified with their characteristic functions. Wj is the jth r.e. set. Xc is 
the complement of X. 
1. The strategies 
Let Q = (0, 1,2,. . . , a~}. A strategy is a finite sequence in Sz. We use (Y and /I 
for strategies. The length of Q is designated by I(a). We write (Y G /3 if a: is an 
initial sequence of /3, and CY c+ @ if (Y E /3 & cr f /3. For z E G?, (Y-Z is the strategy 
obtained by adding z to the end of a: We suppose that each strategy CY is assigned 
a number c(a), called the code of cu, in an effective manner so that c(a) < c((Y-z) 
for all (Y and z E 52. If c(o) -CC@), then (Y has priority over /3. 
At step s we consider the strategies of codes <s in order of increasing code and 
decide what action they take at s. In particular, we decide if each such LY is olt or 
off at s. If c(a) Z= s, (Y is off at s. (In Lachlan-Soare terminology, cz i.r on at s 
becomes (Y is in a gap at s.) We say that CY turns on at s if it is off at s - 1 and on at 
s; similarly for turns off at s. We let On,(o) = max{t G s: (Y turns on at t} (where 
max $4 = 0); and similarly for Off,(cu). 
Let N( (Y) E Sz be the number of s such that (Y turns on at s. We say (Y is finite if 
N(Cr) < 00; otherwise, CY is infinite. A strategy (Y is correct if VP (/3r’ (Y-+ 
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/3-N(p) G a). Clearly there is exactly one correct a of each length; and if (Y and p 
are correct and 1((u) < I(B), then (Y G+ /3. 
The strategies of length k all attempt to satisfy the same condition. Each 
strategy believes that it is correct, and its action is predicated on that belief. We 
expect the correct LY of length k to achieve this condition; the incorrect strategies 
should merely be kept out of the way. We shall now see how the latter is 
accomplished. 
Let N,(a) be the number of t < s such that a turns on at t. We say that a: is 
correct at s if for all p E+ (Y, 
Rule 1. If LY turns on at s, then (Y is correct at s. 
(A rule is a part of our description of the construction.) 
We set I(&) = {p: p-00 G a}; so I(a) is the set of strategies which (Y thinks are 
infinite. We prove 
(1) P e I(a)+ N,(a) s N,(B) 
by induction on s. This is clear if s = 0. Suppose (1) holds for some s. If LY does 
not turn on at s, 
X+,(4 = N,(a) c N,(B) s N,+1(P)* 
If (Y turns on at s, N,(a) <N,(p) by Rule 1; so 
X+1(4 = N,(a) + 1 <N,(P) 6 N,+,(P). 
Lemma 1. If a is infinite, then (Y is correct. 
Proof. By Rule 1, CY is correct at infinitely many s. If /3-z E a: with z < ~0, then 
N,(B) = z for infinitely many s; since limN,(/?) = N(p), this implies that 
N(p) = z. Now suppose that j3 E I(a). Then N,(cr) <N,(p) for infinitely many s. 
Since m = N(cr) = lim N,(a), it follows that N(p) = lim N,(p) = m. Cl 
Corollary. Zf C-Y is correct, /3 is infinite, and c(p) < c(a), then /3 E I(a). 
Proof. Since /3 and LY are correct and c(B) <c(a), we have j3 c_+ (Y. Since j3 is 
infinite and (Y is correct, it follows that /3 E I(a). 0 
Our next lemma shows that Rule 1 is not too restrictive. 
Lemma 2. Zf a is correct and finite, then (Y is correct at all sufficiently large s. 
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Proof. If p-z E CY with z < 00, lim N#) = N(P) = z; so we have N&I) = z for all 
sufficiently large s. If /3 E I(a), then N(a) <CO and N(p) = m; so N,(a) <N&I) for 
all sufficiently large s. Cl 
(It is possible to do the construction with 52 = {f, w}, and let N(m) =f 
whenever CY is finite, However, this would make (Y is correct AZ instead of @. 
Since cx is correct at s for infinitely many s is n,” (as long as we choose a recursive 
definition of correct at s), we would have to add additional rules in order to make 
Lemmas 1 and 2 hold.) 
2. Restrictions 
We shall construct an r.e. set A and certain other r.e. sets. When we consider (Y 
at step s, we define r,(a), and then restrict numbers <rS(a) from A for the rest 
of the step. To prevent a: from restricting excessively, we set rS(a) = 0 if CY is on at 
s. (This works well for our examples; but it would have to be replaced by 
something less restrictive for some proofs. For example, it would prevent us from 
using the Sacks strategy for preventing a given nonrecursive set from being 
recursive in A.) If cy is off at s, then cx requires that no numbers entering A 
disturb a condition which was discovered when (Y was on. Now at step t, we 
generally only examine numbers when LY off at we set 
rS(cu) Let 
Mu) c(B) < 
Note that Z?,(a) is known we treat at step s. 
Rule 2. If (Y puts x into A at s, then x 5 R,(a). 
We say that CK injures B at s if (Y puts a number <r&V) into A at s. We shall 
arrange each construction so that: 
(*) If (Y is correct, then no /3 injuries (Y at infinitely many s. 
(Some priority constructions, such as the proof of the Thickness Lemma, use a 
weaker condition than (*). This weaker condition is insufficient for our purposes; 
see Lemma 10.) 
Lemma 3. Assume (*). Zf LY is correct, then cx is injured at only finitely many s. 
Proof. By Rule 2, /3 can only injure LY if c(p) 6 c(a). q 
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If lim R,(a) = m, then Rule 2 may keep (Y from putting numbers in to A. We 
shall arrange that this cannot happen if (Y is correct. We say that CY is accessible at 
s if every member of I(a) is on at s. 
Rule 3. 
Lemma 4. Zf a is correct, then Q: is accessible at infinitely many s. 
Proof. We may suppose there is a p E I(a). Pick the longest such /3. Then /3 is 
infinite; so there are infinitely many s at which 0 turns on. At each of these, CY is 
accessible by Rule 3. Cl 
Lemma 4 show that Rule 3 is not too restrictive. (Of course, life would be 
simpler if we knew that (Y were accessible at all sufficiently large s.) We now show 
what Rule 3 accomplishes. 
Lemma 5. Zf a is correct, then R,(a) is bounded on {s: LY is accessible at s}. 
Proof. It will suffice to show that if c(p) < c(a), then r&3) is bounded on {s: a: is 
accessible at s}. If /3 is finite, r&3) is bounded by the largest s such that p turns 
off at s. Suppose that /3 is infinite. By the Corollary to Lemma 1, /3 E I(a). Hence 
if LY is accessible at s, then /3 is on at s and hence rS(/3) = 0. 0 
Corollary. Zf LX is correct, then lim inf R,( a) i.s finite. 
Proof. By Lemma 4. 0 
We now show how to make A nonrecursive. We set i(k) = (k),, j(k) = (k),, 
p(k) = (k)*, q(k) = (kL Set i(a) = i(l(4), and similarly for j, p, and q. These 
are parameters which determine the behaviour of (Y. (We only define four 
parameters because that is all we need for our particular constructions.) 
Rule 4. If (j(a), x) $A” for all x, and (j<(Y), R,(a)) E WTC+ then (Y puts 
(j(a), R,(a)) into A t a s. These are the only numbers of the form (j, x) put into 
A. 
Note that Rule 4 is compatible with Rule 2. 
Lemma 6. A is not recursive. 
Proof. Suppose that A = WT. if any (j, x) is in A, it is in Wj contradicting our 
supposition. Thus for all x, (j, x) 4 A and hence (j, x) E Wj. Choose k so that 
j(k) = j, and let (Y be the correct strategy of length k. By the Corollary to Lemma 
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5, r=liminfR,(a)< CQ; so we may choose s so that R,(a) = r and (i, r) E W;. By 
Rule 4, (Y puts (i, r) into A at s, a contradiction. 0 
All the above is useful for standard infinite injury proofs, e.g., the construction 
of a minimal pair. We now turn to the special features of the non-bounding 
construction. 
3. Turning off 
All degrees are assumed to be r.e. A non-bounding construction constructs a 
degree a #O no degree <a has a certain property. We let a be the 
degree of A; Lemma 6 guarantees that a+O. We now show how to consider the 
degrees <a. 
We let (@, yI, Zi) be an effective enumeration of all triples consisting of a 
recursive functional and two r.e. sets. Then the Zi for i such that @(A) = Zi 
represent all the degrees <a. 
During the construction we enumerate Xi as follows: we put x into Xi at s if 
x $ XT, x E Zs, and G$(A”; X) = 1. If @i(A) = Zi, Xi is Zi with a new enumeration; 
so Q+(A) =Xi. Let L,(i) be the least x such that @f(A”;x) -X;(x) is false. Then 
if pi = Zi, lim L,(i) = m. The advantage of Xi over Zi is given by the following 
lemma, which shows that we can restrict numbers from Xi by restricting numbers 
from A. 
Lemma 7. Let t s s. If no number <t enters A at a step u with t s u < s, then no 
number x <L,(i) enters Xi at s. 
Proof. If x $ Xi, 0 = Xf(x) = @:(A’; x) = e(A”; x). Thus x cannot enter Xi at 
s. cl 
The main purpose of having (Y turn off is to raise rS(cx) from 0 to s. Since 
restrictions can serve many purposes, various priority constructions have quite 
different rules for turning off. Rather surprisingly, one rule suffices for non- 
bounding constructions. 
We say that do is i-good at s if either L,(i) 2 N,(a), or there is a t such that 
N,(a) G t =SS and L,(i) c f(a). 
Rule 5. A strategy CE turns off at s iff: (a) (Y is on at s - 1; (b) (Y is accessible at 
s - 1; (c) (Y is i-good at s for every i c i(a). 
(Part (b) of this rule causes considerable complications in the next section. It is 
not needed for the main construction, but is essential in each of the applications. 
Fejer and Soare [l] have given a much simpler proof of a slightly weaker version 
of Theorem B; the key point is that (b) can be omitted from Rule 5.) 
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To see what Rule 5 accomplishes, we recall the basic facts about permitting. 
We say an r.e. set Xpermits z at s if a number <z is put into X at s. A permitting 
Lemma 8. Zf X is r. e., there is an increasing function Kx recursive in X such that 
for all z, X does not permit z at any s 2 K(z). 
Lemma 9. Zf X is r. e., H is a permitting function, and Xpermits H(s) at s for only 
finitely many s, then X is recursive. 
For any r.e. X, we let X” be the set of numbers put into X at steps at which (Y 
is off. 
Lemma 10. Assume (*). Zf Qi(A) = Xi, i(a) = i and CY is infinite, then Xp tLs 
recursive. 
Proof. Since @(A) = Xi, lim L,(i) = cQ. Hence by Lemma 3, we may choose so so 
that for s 2 so, Z,,(i) > Z(a) and a: is not injured at s. Since CY is infinite, N,(a) is a 
permitting function. Hence by Lemma 9, it is enough to prove that if N,(a) 2 so 
and (Y is off at s, then Xi does not permit N,(m) at s. 
Let t = Off,(a), so that t sN,(cr)=N,(cw)~s,. If tSu<s, then r,(a)=t and 
hence no number <t enters A at u. By Lemma 7 no number G.,(i) enters Xi at s; 
so it is enough to show that N,(a) <L,(i). If not, N,(a) = N’,(a) > L,(i). Since cz 
is i-good at t by Rule 5, it follows that there is a v such that N,(a) G v G t and 
L,(i) < l(a). Since v 2 N,(a) > so, this is a contradiction. Cl 
4. The sets BI 
Recall that we are trying to show that no degree <a has a certain property. For 
this purpose, we construct an r.e. set Bi for each i and then prove something 
about Bi for each i such that @i(A) =Xi. This something has the form 
#(i)+ q(i, Bi). We say that i is relevant if (p(A) = Xi and G(i). We shall arrange 
each construction so that: 
(8) if i(a) is relevant, then (Y is finite. 
We will make use of ($) to eliminate certain strategies. A strategy CY is proper if 
i(p) #i(a) for all /3 E I(cu). 
Rule 6. If a turns on at s, then LY is proper. 
Lemma 11. Assume (41). Zf a is correct and i(a) is relevant, then a is proper. 
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Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that /I EI(CY) and i(B) = i(a). Then i(p) is 
relevant and #I is infinite, contradicting ($). Cl 
Lemma 11 shows that Rule 6 does no harm (since we are only interested in 
relevant i). The next lemma shows what Rule 6 accomplishes. 
Lemma 12. For each i, there is at most one infinite a such that i(a) = i. 
Proof. Suppose that (Y and j3 are infinite, I = i(B) = i, and c(p) <c(a). By 
Lemma 1 and its Corollary, /3 E I(a). Thus a is not proper. Since CY is infinite, this 
contradicts Rule 6. q 
If i(a) is relevant, ($) guarantees that a is finite; but we would also like to 
know that (Y is off at all sufficiently large s. To achieve this, we construct several 
‘versions’ of each Bi. 
Let T be the set of triples (i, p, a). For each r E T, we construct an r.e. set B,. 
Each a will contribute to B, for a unique r, which we designate by r(g). At the 
end of the construction we shall choose (nonrecursively) a ri E T for each i, and 
set Bi = B,. 
For each CX, LY* is the shortest initial sequence of a such that if /I E I(&) and 
i(j3) 6 i(a), then B c+ CY*. We set t(a) = (imp, a*). Let pi be the least 
number such that if j s i and lim inf LS(j) < ~4, then lim inf L,(j) <pi. Let yi be 
the shortest correct strategy such that for all a: if (Y is infinite and i(a) 6 i, then 
CYC+ yi; this exists by Lemma 12. Finally, set ri = (i, pi, X). 
It is easy to see that if (Y is a correct strategy and yi(,) E cu, then (Y* = yicaj. 
Thus 
(2) ais correct&i(cu)=i&p(cu)=pi&Z(a)~f(y,)+t(cr)=ri. 
Thus, although not every correct (Y with i(a) = i contributes to Bi, every 
sufficiently long correct a with i(a) = i and p(a) =pi does contribute to Bi. 
We now want to show that if r(a) = ri (SO that (Y contributes to Bi), then (Y is 
off at infinitely many s. We say that (Y is weakly accessible at s if every /I E I(a) 
such that (Y* E /I is on at s. It is clear that if LY is weakly accessible at s and (Y* is 
accessible at s, then cx is accessible at s. 
Lemma W. Zf cx is on at s, then (Y is weakly accessible at s. 
Proof. We use induction on s. If (Y turns on at s, then LY is weakly accessible at s 
by Rule 3. Otherwise, LY is on at s - 1; so by the induction hypothesis, (Y is weakly 
accessible at s - 1. If (Y is not weakly accessible at s, there is a /I E I(a) such that 
(Y* c /I and /3 is off at s. Since a is weakly accessible at s - 1, fi turns off at s. We 
get our contradiction by showing that LY turns off at s. 
Since /I E I( a), Q3) < I(a) and N,(a) =Z Vs(/3) by (1). Hence if /3 is i-good at s, 
then (Y is i-good at s. Since (Y* E /3, i(j3) > i(a); so /3 and (Y are i-good at s for all 
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i 6 i(a) by Rule 5. Thus we need only show that (Y is accessible at s - 1. By Rule 
5, /I is accessible at s - 1. Since (Y* E p, cr* is accessible at s - 1. Since LY is 
weakly accessible at s - 1, CY is accessible at s - 1. Cl 
Lemma 14. Zf z(a) = zi, then (Y is off at s for infinitely many s. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that LY turns on at so and never turns off 
thereafter. Since LY* = yi is correct, it follows from Lemmas 4 and 13 that (Y is 
accessible at infinitely many s. Hence to get a contradiction to Rule 5, it suffices 
to show that for each j 6 i, a is j-good at s for all sufficiently large s. If 
lim inf L,(j) < cQ, then we have lim inf L,( j) Gpi = p(a) < I(a); so for some 
t 2 so, L,(j) < I(a). Then (Y is j-good at s for all s 2 C. If lim inf L,(j) = m, then for 
sufficiently large s 2 so, L,(j) > N,,(N) = Ns(o). Hence again (Y is j-good at s. Cl 
We define a function Oi as follows: Oi(S) is the least number such that if 
r(o) = ti and CC turns on at some step ss, then (Y later turns off at some step 
GOD. Since only the finitely many strategies with codes <s can turn on at a 
step SS, O,(S) is well-defined by Lemma 14; and Oi is clearly recursive. 
(However, O,(s) is not a recursive function of i and s.) 
To complete the description of the construction, we have to say when (Y turns 
on (subject to Rules 1, 3, and 6) and what numbers (Y puts into A and B,,,, 
(subject to Rules 2 and 4). We then need to prove (*) and ($), and show that 
+(i, Bi) holds for i relevant. We now proceed to do this for the individual 
theorems. 
5. Theorem A 
A minimal pair is a pair (a, b) of nonzero degrees such that a fl b = 0. This 
minimal pair is bounded by c if a s c&b G c. 
Theorem A (Lachlan [3]). There is a degree a # 0 which bounds no minimal pair. 
Let Ui {V} be the set of odd {even} numbers in Xi. For Theorem A, i is 
relevant if ai = Xi and Ui and V are nonrecursive. We have to show that if i is 
relevant, then Bi is recursive in both Vi and V;: but is not recursive. 
For Theorem A, numbers are put into A only by Rule 4. Thus every (Y puts at 
most one number into A; so (*) holds. 
We say that LY is a U-strategy if q(a) = 0 and a V-strategy if q(a) #O. A 
U-strategy CY works on BiCl,) + Vi(,); a V-strategy (Y works on Bi(a) + Vi(a) and 
Bi(au) # WTcaj. Let 
H,(i, j) = max{x : i(x) = i &j(x) = j &x E WT} 
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and set H,(cx) = &(I’((Y), j(a)). If (Y is a V-strategy and H,(a) #O, then LY 
attempts to put H,(cr) into B,,,, in order to make B,(m) # WTCco,. If (Y is a 
U-strategy {V-strategy}, we say that cz permits at s if LY is on at s, H,(o) # 0, and 
UiCa, {KC,,} permits H,(a) at s. 
Rule 7A. If (Y turns on at s, then H,(a) > Hoti~C,,(cu), and there is no t s s such 
that a, permits at t. 
We now prove (*). We give the proof for cr a U-strategy; the proof for 
V-strategies merely replaces UiCnj by Vicolj. Suppose that i(a) is relevant and cz is 
infinite. By Lemma 10, X;;a, is recursive; so Uzya, is recursive. Since a is infinite 
and H,(a) is increasing in s, Rule 7A shows that lim H,(B) = ~4 and that (Y never 
permits at s. Hence E&((Y) is a permitting function, and UiCa, never permits H,(a) 
at an s at which cy is on and H,(cu) # 0. Thus UiCaj - U;a, is recursive by Lemma 
9. Hence ZJiCn, is recursive, contradicting the relevance of i(a). 
By a mute for CZ, we mean a U-strategy /3 such that r(p) = t(a), j(p) =~(cY), 
Rule 8A. If (Y is a V-strategy and (Y turns on at s, then either UjCcrj permits H,(a) 
at s or there is a mate /3 for a such that j3 is on at s - 1 and p permits at some 
t <s. 
Rule 9A. If a is a V-strategy and (Y permits at s, then cy puts H,(o) into B,,,, at 
s. These are the only numbers put into the B,. 
Lemma lSA. For all i, Bi is recursive in Ui and in v.. 
Proof. Suppose that IX puts x into Bi at s. It suffices to bound s by a function 
recursive in Uj, and similarly for I$ Let KU and K, be as in Lemma 8. By Rule 
9A, s c K,(x). Now let t = On,(cy). If Uica, permits H,(cr) at t, then s < 
Q(K,(x)). Otherwise, by Rule 8A, there is a mate /3 for a such that /3 is on at t 
and /3 permits at some u ct. Now x = ZZ,(a) = Z&(/3) a Z&(/3); so Ui permits x at 
u and hence u G K.,,(X). By Rule 7A, j3 does not turn on after u. Since 
t(p) = r(a) = ri and p is on at u, it follows that t c O,(K,(x)); so s s 
Oi(Oi(K&X))). 0 
We agree that LY turns on at s if it is off at s - 1 and if Rules 1, 3,6, 7A, and 8A 
allow & to turn on at s. 
Lemma 16A. Zf i is relevant, then Bi is not recursive. 
Proof. Suppose that Bi = WT. If j(x) = j, then x can be put into Bj only if x E Wj; 
so j(x) = j implies x $ Bi and x E Wi. It follows that lim H,(i, j) = 00. 
Let Q be the set of correct (Y such that t(m) = ri and j(cu) = j, By (2), Q 
contains arbitrarily long U-strategies and arbitrarily long V-strategies. We show 
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that every member of Q permits at some step. Suppose that (Y E Q never permits. 
By ($), (Y is finite; so, by Lemma 14, (Y is off at all sufficiently large s. Hence by 
Lemma 2, Rule 1 allows a to turn on at all sufficiently large s. By Lemma 11, (Y is 
proper; so Rule 6 allows LY to turn on at all s. Since a never permits and 
lim H,(a) = cQ, Rule 7A allows (Y to turn on at all sufficiently large s. It thus 
suffices to show that for infinitely many s, Rules 3 and 8A allow a, to turn on at s. 
If LY is a U-strategy, Rule 8A does not apply; so the desired result follows from 
Lemma 4. Suppose that a, is a V-strategy. Let s0 be given. We can choose a 
U-strategy /I E Q so that r(/3) > max&, I(a)). Since a and p are correct and 
Z(a) < I(P), a c B. H ence /I is a mate for a. We know that /I permits at some t; 
and t 3 1(/I) > q,. By Lemma 14, /3 turns off at some s > t. At s - 1, /I is accessible 
by Rule 5; so, since (Y G B, (Y is accessible at s - 1. Hence Rules 3 and 8A allow (Y 
to turn on at s - 13 so. 
Let (Y be a V-strategy in Q. Since a permits, Rule 9A shows that a! puts a 
number x with i(x) =i into B,,,, = Bi. This is a contradiction. 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
6. Theorem B 
We say that a cups to b if there is a c # b such that a U c = b. Clearly this 
implies that 0 < a s b. 
Theorem B (Harrington [2]). There is an a# 0 such that b cups to c whenever 
O<bGasc. 
For Theorem B, i is relevant if @(A) = Xi and Xi and yi are not recursive. We 
must show that if i is relevant, then x-r < Xi @ Bi, Bi ST yI @A, and l(Y, 6 Bi). 
We shall put a number into A whenever a strategy turns on; these numbers will 
be used in showing that Bi + x @A. 
Rule 7B. If (Y turns on at s, then LY puts (c(a), R,(U), Off,(cu)) into A at s. 
The only numbers put into A are those put in by Rule 4 and Rule 7B. Note that 
Rule 7B is compatible with Rule 2 and with the second part of Rule 4. Moreover, 
the number put in by Rule 7B is not put in at any t <s; for if cr turns on at t, then 
Off,(a) c t < Off,(cu). 
We now prove (*). Suppose that /3 injures a correct a infinitely often. Since /I 
put at most one number in A by Rule 4, B must injure cx infinitely often by Rule 
7B. In particular, /I is infinite. Since B injures a; c(p) <c(a); so /3 E I(a) by the 
Corollary to Lemma 1. Now suppose that /3 put x < rs(a) into A at s by Rule 7B. 
Since r,(m) # 0, e! turns off at r,(a). By Rule 5, a is accessible at rs(cx) - 1; so /3 is 
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on at rs(cu) - 1. Since b turns on at s 2 ~J(Y), Off&I) 2 r,(a). This is impossible, 
since OffJJ3) <x < TJCY). 
We shall now see what Rule 7B accomplishes. Define 
ps(cu) = c(a) + max{R,(a): t c s & cx is accessible at t} 
and 
Q,(j, t)~3~3S(t(~)=ti&S Z=t&p,(cu)Cj&czturnsonats). 
(Roughly, we may think of &(a) as the priority level for (Y at step s for putting 
numbers into the B,. Then Qi(j, t) says that a strategy of priority level sj which 
contributes to Bj turns on at a step St.) 
Lemma l5B. Zf i is relevant, then Qi is recursive in A. 
Proof. Let j and t be given. If Qi(j, t), pick LY and s as in the definition of Qi with 
s as small as possible. It will suffice to compute a bound for s (using an oracle for 
A). At s, (Y puts (C(E), R,(a), Off,(a)) into A; so by Lemma 8, it suffices to 
bound c(a), R,( ) (Y , and Off,(a). Now c(a) 6 Pi s j, and R,(a) s ps(cu) s j by 
Rule 3. Since s is minimal and pus is increasing in s, s is the first step St at 
which (Y turns on. Hence either Off,(a) s t, or LY is on at t and Off,(a) is the next 
step after t at which (Y turns off, SO that Offs(~) c Oi(t). 0 
In order to make @j(Bi) # Y;: for i relevant, we restrain numbers from B,, in the 
hope of making @j(Bi) recursive and hence different from x. We say that (Y is 
ready at s if there is no p such that r(B) = t(a), c(p) < c(a), and /3 is on at s. As 
part of our restraint, LY is allowed to turn on or put numbers in B, at s only if it is 
ready at s. 
Rule 8B. If (Y turns on at s, then (Y is ready at s. 
Using induction on s, we define s to be an cu-step if either (Y is ready and turns 
off at s, or a! is on at s and XiCn, permits St,(a) at s, where 
St,(a) = mar{t <s: t is an cu-step}. 
Set 
&(j)=max{tCs:3cu(t(~)=r&p,(cr)Cj&tisan cr-step)}. 
Note that ,$(j) can be computed for any j at the beginning of step s and that 
p:(j) is increasing in s and in j. Set 
this is also increasing in s. As a further restraint, we shall require each number 
put into B, at s to be B&(j) for a suitable j. 
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Rule 9B. If s is an a-step at which (Y turns off, then (Y puts (C(N), ~~(a), ~~(a)) 
into B,,,, at s. 
Rule 10B. If (Y is ready at s, j(a) E qca,, and no (j(a), X) is in B”,,,,, then (Y puts 
(i(a), &&(a))) into &) at s. 
The only numbers put into B, are those put in by Rules 9B and 10B. The 
number put in by Rule 9B is not put in at any earlier step. For by the definition of 
&, 
(3) CL,(a) 2 St,(a). 
Thus if t < s and a turns off at t, then am < t c St,(a) G ~J(Y). 
Lemma 16B. Zf a puts infinitely many numbers into B,,,,, then (Y is infinite. 
Proof. Clearly a put at most one number in by Rule 10B; and if it puts infinitely 
many numbers in by Rule 9B, then it is infinite. 0 
The next rule gives a further restraint aimed at making @j(Bi) f K. We let 
M,(a) be the least x such that @i”(,,(B,,,,, x) = YT(,,(x) is false. Then if 
@jc,)(B,(,)) = K(a), we have lim M,(a) = ~0. 
Rule 11B. Zf a turns on at s, then M,(a) > Mon,_,Ca~(~). 
We set p(a) = lim &(a); this exists because &(cw) is increasing in s. By Lemma 1 
and Lemma 5, 
(4) (Y is infinite + p(a) < 03. 
We now prove ($). We assume that i(cu) is relevant and (Y is infinite and derive 
a contradiction. By (4), p(a)< m; so we may give the proof by induction on 
p(a). We first prove some preliminary results. 
(a) Zf ~$3) = z(a) and c(p) <c(a), then #I is finite. 
If /3 is infinite, then /3 E I(a) by Lemma 1 and its Corollary. Since r(p) = t(a), 
i(/?) = i(a); so (Y is not proper. This contradicts Rule 6. 
(b) There are only finitely many s such that (Y is on at s and some /3 # (Y puts a 
number into B,,,, at s. 
If (Y is on at s and /I # (Y puts a number into B,,,, at s, then t(/3) = r(a) and, 
since /I is ready at s, c(@)<c((u). But each #I with t(p) = t(a) and c(p) <c(a) 
puts at most finitely many numbers into B,,,, by (a) and Lemma 16B. 
(c) There are only finitely many s such that a number <~~(a) is put into B,,,, 
at s. 
First we consider numbers put in by Rule 9B. Suppose that /? puts a number 
x < ~~(a) into B,(,) at s by Rule 9B. Then r(/3) = r(a). Also p&3) <x < IL,(~); 
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so dB) < ~s(4 b ecause &(j) is increasing in j. Thus c(b) 6 p&3) < ps(cu) G 
p(a); so there are only finitely many different /3. If one such /3 does the above at 
infinitely many s, then /3 is infinite. Since p,(p) < p(a) for infinitely many s, 
P(P) < P(a). S ince r(p) = r(a), i(p) = i(a). This contradicts the induction 
hypothesis. 
Now we consider numbers put in by Rule 10B. Suppose that j3 puts a number 
x < ~~(4 into B,(,) at s by Rule 10B. As above, t(p) = t(a) and j(p) <p(a). 
Thus x = (j, z) with j < p(a). But for each j, at most one number (j, z) is put 
into B,,,,. 
(d) There are infinitely many cx-steps s at which (Y is on. 
Each /3 such that t(P) = r(a) and c(p) < c(a) is finite by (a). No such /3 can be 
on at all sufficiently large steps; for then (Y would be finite by Rule 7B. Thus each 
such j3 is off at all sufficiently large steps. It follows that (Y is ready at all 
sufficiently large s, and hence that there are infinitely many m-steps. Hence St,(a) 
is a permitting function. Since i(a) is relevant, Xicay, is nonrecursive. By Lemma 
10, Xza, is recursive; so Xjcaj - X;ay, is nonrecursive. Hence (d) follows from 
Lemma 9. 
(e) @ji(l+,(B,,,,) zk total and recursive. 
Choose s0 by (b) and (c) so that the following hold for s 2 so: if a is on at s, 
then no /? # @ puts a number into B,,,, at s; no number <~~(a) is put into B,,,, 
at s; and LY put no number into B,,,, by Rule 10B at s. 
Let x be given. By (d) and Rule llB, there is an a-step s at which (Y is on such 
that if t = On,(cy), then t 3 so and M,(a) > x. We can find such an s and t by trial. 
Since @;z,!(a, B:,,,; x) is defined, it is enough to show that no number <t enters 
B rCa) at any step u 5 t. Suppose otherwise. If u d s, then a is on at U. Since 
U a&J, a must put in a number by Rule 9B at U. This is impossible, since a is on 
at U. Suppose that u >s. since u 2 so, the number put in is >pU(cu). But 
pU((u) 3 St,(&) 3s 3 t by (3), a contradiction. 
We can now obtain our contradiction. Since i(a) is relevant, Yicol, is 
nonrecursive. Hence by (e), there is an x such that c?~;.(~JB,,,,; x) and Y,(,,(x) are 
defined and distinct. It follows that M,(cu) G x for all sufficiently large s. This 
contradicts Rule 11B. 
We write & for &,. We set &) = lim ,Qj); this exists because p;(j) is 
increasing in s. 
Lemma 17B. Zf i is relevant, then pi(j) < 03 for all j and x sT Bi CI3 Xi. 
Proof. Fix j. Since c(a) 6 ~~(a), there are only finitely many (Y such that 
t(a) = q and ps( (.t’) sj for some s. For each such a; (Y is finite by ($). Then (Y is 
off at all sufficiently large s by Lemma 13; so there are only finitely many m-steps. 
It follows that ,u;(j) < m. 
Let j E Y. Choose (Y so that t(a) = ri and j(cu) = j; this is possible by (2). If 
t(B) = t(a) and c(p) <c(a), then /3 is off at all sufficiently large s by (4) and 
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Lemma 13. It follows that (Y is ready at all sufficiently large s. Hence some (j, x) 
is put into B,,,, by Rule 10B. From this and Rule lOB, 
(5) j E K f, (3X s Pi<i>><(i, X > E Bi)* 
Hence x + pi @ Bi. 
TO complete the proof, we show that pi 6-r Bi @Xi. It is enough to show that 
the relation &(j) = pi(j) is recursive in Bi and Xi; for we may then compute pi(j) 
by trying various values of t. If &(j) # pi(j), there is a unique s 5 t such that 
k(j) = k(j) < K+‘(j). 
It will then suffice to bound s, given t, j, and oracles for Bi and Xi. Since 
p:(j) < j&“(j), there is an a, such that r((u) = rip p=(cu) < j, and s is an o-step. 
Either Xi permits St,(a) at s, or (Y puts (c(a), ps(cu), ps(cu)) into Bi at s. Hence 
by Lemma 8, it is enough to bound St,(a), C(N), ps(cu), and ~~(cu). But 
St,(a) s ~~(a) by (3); c(m) s ~~(a) sj; and PAN) = CL&A(~)) =G K(j) = 
K(j). 0 
Lemma 18B. Zf i is relevant, then Bi + yl G3 A. 
Proof. Let B: and B; be the sets of numbers put into Bi by Rules 10B and 9B 
respectively. By (5) and Rule lOB, B: consists of one number (j, x) for each 
j E x. It follows that B: sT yl. 
We complete the proof by showing that B; is recursive in A. By Lemma 15B, 
it is enough to show that B; is recursive in Qt. Since c(a) c ps(cu), there are only 
finitely many (Y such that r(a) = ri and pJc.u) <j for some s; and each of them is 
finite by ($). It follows that Vj 3 lQi(j, t). Let x be a proposed member of B;. It 
suffices to bound the s at which x may enter By. We may suppose that (x)~ is the 
code of an cx with Z(E) = h. Using an oracle for Qi, compute a t such that 
lQi((x)i, t). If x enters B; at s, then (Y turns off at s and ps(a) = (x)r. From this 
and TQ~((x)~, t), we conclude that s G Q,(t). 0 
We agree that (Y turns on at s if it is off at s - 1 and Rules 1, 3, 6, 7B, and 11B 
allow a: to turn off at s. 
Lemma 19B. Zf i is reelevant, x is not recursive in Bi. 
Proof. Suppose that Qj(Bi) = yi. Choose a correct (Y such that i(a) = i, j(a) = j, 
p(a) =pi, and f(a) 2 l(n). By (2), r((u) = ri. By ($) and Lemma 13, (Y is off at all 
sufficiently large s. By Lemma 4, Rule 3 allows (Y to turn on at infinitely many 
steps; so it suffices for a contradiction to show that Rules 1, 6, 7B, and 11B allow 
(Y to turn on at all sufficiently large s. For Rule 1, this follows from Lemma 2. For 
Rule 6, it follows from Lemma 11. If t(B) = r((u) and c(p) < C(CY), then /.I is off at 
all sufficiently large s by ($) and Lemma 13. It follows that a: is ready at all 
sufficiently large s. Finally, lim M,(a) = m; so Rule 10B allows (Y to turn on at all 
sufficiently large s. 0 
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